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SCENARIO Epsilon(zero) Version 1.3 

Design by Alan Yngve, 1997 (copyright 2002) [10/2000] 

T A H K. E R D E L I G R T August, 1944 

Armored Fighting Vehicles (AFVs) in the basic Squad Leader game are fairly well 
suited for the infantry support role, for this is an infantry game. The previous 
scenario (Delta) introduced many of these tactical infantry support issues. The next 
step is to explore how AFVs interact when opposed by enemy AFVs and/or Anti-Tank 
guns. This is best demonstrated by removing the accompanying infantry so that the 
vehicle issues will be isolated. With vehicle mobility two to three times that of 
infantry, this scenario should be a test of constant maneuver and deployment. Unlike 
the other scenarios in this series, two different board configurations are used, one 
for each of the "attacking" allied combatants. 

INTRODUCING: Armored Fighting Vehicle (AFV) Tactics, Covered Arc, AFV versus AFV 
combat, Roadblocks, Anti-Tank Guns, Rate of Fire] 

BOARD CONFIGURATION: 

<--N 

For levels zero and one 
+-------------+-------------+ 

4 

+-------------+-------------+ 
2 

+-------------+-------------+ 

<--N 

For levels two and three 
+-------------+-------------+ 

4 
+-------------+-------------+ 

2 
+-------------+-------------+ 

Note that Wheatfields are present due to the Scenario date. 

Epsilon(zero) RULES: Through DELTA(zero), 33.1-33.6, 38, 39, 41, 44.22 

FOR EXPERIENCED PLAYERS: Use all pertinent rules from the SL rulebook. 

Germans set up first 

Amer/Rus move first 

+---+---+---+---+-------+ 

I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I END 
+---+---+---+---+-------+ 

VICTORY CONDITIONS: The Americans/Russians win by exiting two more AFVs off the 
south edge than the number of non-immobilized/wrecked German AFVs that remain at 
scenario end. The Germans win if two or more American/Russian AFV counters (wrecks, 
immobilized or mobile) remain on the board area at scenario end. A draw occurs if 
both or neither side achieve their victory conditions. 

Germans: Sturmartillerie Troope - Set 
up SOUTH of hex row Q (exclusive). 

+-----+ 

I STG I 
I 75 I 

+-----+ 
3 

Americans: "Sherman" Tank Platoon - Enter 
turn 1 on any North board edge hexes. 

+-----+ 

IM4A4 I 
I I 

+-----+ 
5 
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Scenario Epsilon note: Unlike all other Tactical Training Series scenarios, some of 
the augmentation levels of Epsilon specify "USE" instead of the more usual "add." In 
these cases the listed forces are to be substituted for those that were available 
for the previous level. Initial set up, entry, and exit requirements all remain the 
same for all levels. 

Epsilon (one) Scenario augmentation elements: 

Americans: Mixed Armored Elements Germans: Prepared positions 
Germans: Prepared positions[rates of 
fire, HEAT] 

+-----+-----+-----+ 
USE: I M4A41 M-101M4M521 

I I I I 
+-----+-----+-----+ 

2 2 

+-----+ 
add: I road I 

I block I 
+-----+ 

2 

Note: The M-10 is a turreted, open-topped (47.8) "Tank Destroyer." 

Epsilon (two) Reverse both boards (#in NW), per diagram. 

Russians: Dva Tankoviye Vzvody 
(two tank platoons) 

+-----+ 

I T34 I 
use: I I 

+-----+ 
6 

Epsilon (three) Boards as in level two. 

Russians: SUA Batterei (self
propelled battery) 

+-----+ 
1su1221 

add: I I 
+-----+ 

3 

[Note rule 33.6] 

Germans: PanzerZuge IV 
(armored platoon) 

+-----+ 

I MKIV I 
use: I f2 I 

+-----+ 
4 

Germans: PanzerJaeger 75 (Anti-Tank Guns) 

+----+---+ 
add: 175atl2471 

+----+---+ 
2 2 

RULES: 4 8.1-48.5, 48.7-48.9 

Issue: The applicability of rule 50. 5 to American AFVs is claimed by some. 
Seemingly an odd definition of "SW." Recommend not applying the rule to AFV weapon 
repair attempts. 

Issue: Roadblock removal during opponent's turn. An "unofficial" clarification is 
needed that this must occur during your_own_ turn. 

Scenario Epsilon Playtest credits: Dave Carter, Lars Clausen, Chris Edwards, Andy 
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(Fish) Flowers, Jon Grantham, Jim Kiraly, Paul Meyer, Howard Rosenberg, Jay Yanek, 
Alan Yngve. 

Commentary on Epsilon 
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Commentary on Epsilon Scenario 

OPTIONAL: By agreement it is possible to use RCross of Iron" rule 71, that allows reverse movement (copied here, 
without pennission). 

71. REVERSE MOVEMENT 

71.1 Occasionally an AFV will find itself in a situation where it wishes to _back_ out of its present hex without 
changing its Covered Arc and in the process exposing itself to a side or rear target facing. Such backwards 
movement costs four times the nonnal MP cost for entrance into that terrain. (Col EXCEPTION.) 

71.2 The hex entered with reverse movement must be one of the two hexes which fanned the rear target facing of 
the vehicle prior to reverse movement. 

71.3 The vehicle's Covered Arc may not change while moving in reverse. Once backed into its new hex, it may 
change its Covered Arc at the usual cost of moving outside its Covered Arc (2 MP for AFVs plus the COT of any 
subsequent hexed moved into). 

71.4 A vehicle combining both forward and reverse movement in the same Movement Phase must pay a 2 MP cost 
before switching from one mode to the other. 

COMMENT: Wins, Losses, and Draws in Armor Combat -Alan Yngve, 11/6/00 

Many have asked why there are provisions for Draws in the Victory Conditions for "Tanker Delight". This has a lot to 
do with two things, one historical and one game-related. The use of Annored fonnations against other Annor 
fonnations in WWII, without the presence of supporting anns did occur. But these battles often had the type of 
disparate goals of the two combatants in this scenario. Here, the attacker wishes to get to a destination and the 
defender wishes to reduce the size of the enemy threat. 

To some extent Annor fights, in contrast to infantry fights, were decided by improbable events, like a shell entering 
through a vision slit or exploding under a turret overhang. These events are simulated by the "To HiUTo Kill" tables, 
without the benefit of a good After Action event report! So Victory is based upon whether an Annor force can achieve 
the goals/orders of higher command. If both sides meet their VC, then the victory will have come at considerable 
cost. Neither side meeting their VC is less likely, what do you think your superior officer will think if this is the result? 

Scenario Epsilon is designed to give players the opportunity to experiment with tanks and assault guns in a situation 
that can encourage repeated trials and a concentration on tactics. With the added recognition that success with 
AFV's often requires a certain amount of fortune with the dice, these Victory Conditions are designed to give 
competent tactics a reasonable chance of at least a draw. With this game mechanic, winning will often mean that 
both your tactics AND your dice rolling were good this time! 

COMMENTS: AFVs and AFV Combat with the Squad Leader Rules -Alan Yngve, 9/1997 

A frequent topic of discussion among SL'ers is the "realistic" or Rsimulation" value of AFVs in the game system. 
Although all AFV detail is significantly expanded in the first SL gamette (Cross of Iron), the basic value and 
treatment of AFVs in basic SL is quite sufficient to explore the implications of direct annor support, as introduced in 
Scenario Delta. Beyond this support role, the tactical implications of using annored vehicles in SL are very 
interesting and should not be ignored simply because of real or imagined missing detail. 

By emphasizing the infantry support role of AFVs, basic SL does generalize many vehicle characteristics. To the 
military equipment devotee this is easy to find. The generalizations can best be seen by comparing the main tanks 
of the three national forces in Squad Leader (Mk1Vf2, T-34, and M4A4). Within the SL system, these tanks are all 
equivalent except for minor differences in MP, MGs, and crew survival, despite the fact that each vehicle had 
distinctive characteristics, both good and bad. Since AFVs were an important component of much WW2 tactical 
combat and their inclusion in a game of this scale has obvious importance, learning how to use these "mysterious" 
pieces of mobile hardware is a task worthy of study. The system's generalizations aside, how to use AFVs when 
opposed by enemy AFVs is best demonstrated by removing the accompanying infantry so that vehicle issues can 
be better isolated, this is what Scenario Epsilon is designed to provide to each SL'er. 
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When approaching AFV combat in the SL system it is good to keep one thing in mind. The vehicle combat system is 
very different from the infantry combat system. Besides the necessity to achieve a "hit" before you have a chance 
for a "kill," perhaps more critical is that vehicle combat will only result in a kill or no effect, its like having an I FT that 
only has KIAs and NEs on it! In practice, this will mean that success at SL armored combat will be heavily weighted 
by luck and fortune, a situation that is difficult to integrate into your tactical planning. Despite this combat resolution 
framework, success in Squad Leader AFV combat does involve more than just rolling the dice, its just harder to note 
the issues that often seem to become overwhelmed by the "to kill" results. Best suggestion is to try very hard to 
look beyond the success/failure of your dice rolls and to try to figure out how to improve your chances of success 
through maneuver, terrain use, and mutual support. 

And to revisit the first issue, can SL armor combat be considered realistic? A good answer to this question actually 
requires a significant evaluation of armored vehicle combat in WW2. The best answer is that, except for the lack of a 
morale component (yes, tank units sometimes "broke and ran" as well!), the representation in SL is fairly good. What 
it lacks is the characteristics that made some AFVs superior and some inferior. What the system does effectively 
represent is that the course of specific armored combat engagements were, very often, greatly effected by "chance" 
events that could be attributed to a success or failure to penetrate an AFV by fire. It may not always be satisfying to 
the scheming gamer, but that is the way it often was. Keep your spirits up, with Scenario Epsilon, after four quick 
turns you can try again! 
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